**MODULAR COVER ASSEMBLY
INSTRUCTIONS**

**Method 1**

**Circular and square pools**

The cover is in two (2) sections. Align each side and overlap joint to cover the velcro edge, press together and fold flap and secure on underside all the way across the cover.

**Method 2**

**Oval and rectangular pools**

Cover ends are supplied in two (2) sections. Each end is joined with the mid section to make the full size cover. Align each side and overlap the first joint to cover the velcro edge, press together and fold flap and secure on underside all the way across the cover. Repeat for all other joins to assemble the cover.

**How to finish the cord at the joins**

For modular covers, the cord is supplied in two pieces for each module.

To support the velcro join, secure the cord in the first eyelet of the adjoining section through the plastic toggle.
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